Citrus canker, a disease of several citrus species and cultivars, is caused by the bacterial pathogen Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri. The disease is important in wet tropical and subtropical citrusgrowing regions, as infection results in yield loss and severely blemished fruit unsuitable for the fresh market (12, 32) . Ways of managing the disease are being studied and sought, and accurate, precise, and reproducible disease assessment is a component of many of these studies and is needed for monitoring the canker epidemic (32) . Indeed, the accurate and precise estimate of plant disease is important not only for monitoring epidemics but also for estimating yield loss and breeding for resistance against plant diseases (11, 22, 24, 26, 33) .
Symptoms of citrus canker that may need to be assessed include numbers of lesions and lesion area. Lesion area includes both necrotic areas and associated chlorosis. How the symptom components relate to one another has not been investigated. The possibility that symptom characteristics (for example, lesion count) may influence the accuracy and precision of rating citrus canker has not been investigated but can provide useful information when considering training raters, as well as choosing the most relevant symptoms to assess for a particular purpose.
Some characteristics of canker assessment have been studied in relation to visual assessment and image analysis (4, 7) , and some general characteristics of foliar disease symptom assessment apply (24, 26) . A standard disease assessment diagram set, in part based on the WeberFechner law, was recently developed for citrus canker, and was shown to aid in disease assessment (4) . However, the Weber-Fechner law (on which the HorsfallBarratt [H-B] disease assessment scale [16] is based) does not exist (3, 26, 29, 34) . The Weber-Fechner law in fact comprises two separate laws, Weber's law and Fechner's law (3, 26, 29, 34 ). Weber's law states that the difference threshold (the point at which a stimulus is perceived as different) is a constant fraction of the stimulus intensity. Fechner accepted Weber's law but theorized that acuity depended on the logarithm of the intensity of the stimulus, and the resulting relationship became known as the Weber-Fechner law (3, [16] [17] [18] 34) . Thus, the rationale for the logarithmic nature of the H-B scale is perceived to mean that actual disease severity must double for a rater to perceive a difference in disease severity. This could extend to a systematic relationship between the variance of the estimate and actual severity: the ability to accurately and precisely estimate disease at low disease severity may be much better than at near 50% disease (10, (16) (17) (18) 29, 31) . Since Horsfall and Barratt first described their scale, various reports have defined the relationship between estimated and actual disease (15, 24, 26, 28, 29, 33) , and that between the variance, or error, of the estimate and actual disease (9, 10, 13, 19, 24, 29) . Understanding both the overall relationship between estimated and actual disease and the relationship between magnitude of the variance of the estimate and actual disease are important for improving plant disease assessment.
Reports in the literature demonstrate a basically linear relationship between estimated and actual disease for many diseases (24, 26, 29, 33) , and this appears to be the case with citrus canker symptoms as well (4, 7) . Nutter and Esker (26) , using psychophysical methods (threshold estimation based on the just noticeable difference, or jnd), showed that disease levels of 25, 37, and 50% were assessed with similar error, suggesting a further category could be incorporated in the H-B scale, and also suggesting that there was not a logarithmic relationship between 25 and 50%. Forbes and Jeger (9) had previously found that the H-B assumptions regarding variance did not hold between 25 and 75% disease, but variance was less at lower severity (<25%) and in general agreement with the assumptions of Horsfall and Barratt. However, the magnitude of the actual severity per se was found not to be a source of error in at least one study (24) , although components of the pathosystem (lesion number and leaflet size) did contribute to the error with increasing severity. The variance associated with direct estimates has yet to be unequivocally characterized over the full range from 0 to 100% disease. Raters do appear more comfortable rating disease severity <25% compared with severity >25%, where they opt for "knot" values (7, 13, 19) . Indeed, it is especially important to understand the characteristics of disease assessment below 35%, as the majority of leaf spotting diseases, including citrus canker (4, 7) , generally exist at severities <35% (21, 33) .
Other factors may confound the reproducibility of disease assessment. There may be an inherent tendency to overestimate % area over some severities (1, 14, 20, 33) . The number and size of lesions can affect the estimate: many small lesions at a given severity tend to result in greater error (1, 24, 33) , further complicating perception of severity. The interplay of these factors is not fully understood but may help in training raters and improving the quality of assessments in the future (4, 23, 26, 27, 29, 30) .
The objectives of this study included the following: (i) investigate relationships among foliar symptom types of citrus canker; (ii) assess the effects of lesion number and area on estimates of severity; (iii) characterize the effect of actual disease magnitude on assessed estimates of disease and any tendencies to over-or under-estimate; and (iv) assess the variance of unaided direct visual estimates with increasing magnitude of actual severity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Assessment of images. All leaves were obtained from naturally infected plants reflecting a range of disease occurring in the field. Leaf and lesion age varied. A total of 210 leaves were photographed, and the images were printed (6 per page) to provide images close to the actual size of the leaf. The images were assessed by three plant pathologists (VR1-3) and by image analysis (IA) using the Assess Image Analysis Software (APS Press, St. Paul, MN). The assessments were made twice. The details of these processes have already been described (7) . Image analysis provides a way of assessing disease that can remove considerable bias and error, and performs lesion counts and measures the % area infected. For these reasons, it was used as the "actual" value for citrus canker severity to compare with the visual assessments (7) . IA can suffer from inability to differentiate complex symptoms such as coalesced lesions, which a rater could readily discern, so each image was groundtruthed to ensure the leaf was accurately and precisely measured by IA. Automation of disease assessment is a goal, but IA currently operates with a set of static instructions, although forms of artificial intelligence may eventually permit more dynamic rating.
Data analysis. All data were analyzed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Regression analysis (PROC REG) was used to investigate the relationship between different symptom types for image analysis and for each rater to investigate the relationship among the different measures of disease (% area necrotic, % area necrotic+chlorotic, and lesion counts). Good relationships (r 2 > 95%, intercept = 0, slope = 1) between different measures of disease would suggest that they might be interchangeable for disease assessment, while a poorer relationship would indicate the need to assess a specific symptom type (lesion count or a component of area infected) for certain purposes.
The frequency of over-and under-estimates was calculated for each rater, assessment, and symptom type, and the percent difference between actual and visual estimate was calculated for each data point. Lesion count and size is known to influence estimates of area infected (1,33). Regression analysis (PROC REG) was used to investigate the relationship between actual and perceived citrus canker to assess the effect of lesion counts and area for both estimates of % area necrotic and % area necrotic+chlorotic. The ratio of visual rater estimate:actual diseased area was also regressed against actual disease to discern if there was a relationship with the magnitudes of disease severity assessment (33) . Various single-factor (y = a + bx) and two-factor (y = a + bx +cx) models were tested to investigate whether area and/or lesion count influenced the relationship by incorporating different combinations of the independent variables lesion count (L), log e L, √L, % area necrotic (%Nec), log e %Nec, √%Nec, % area necrotic+ chlorotic (%Nec+Chl), log e %Nec+Chl, √%Nec+Chl. Coefficient of determination (r 2 ), the coefficient of variation (CV), and slope and intercept parameters were estimated for each regression solution to test for goodness of fit. The data were analyzed using general linear modeling (PROC GLM) to assess the effects of the different disease parameters (lesion counts and diseased area). Zero values were not included in this analysis.
Bland-Altman plots ( Fig. 1) were used to assess the characteristics of the reproducibility and bias within and between rating methods and raters for each symptom type (5, 6) and provide additional insights into inter-and intra-rater repeatability, and inter-method reproducibility compared with other methods (7, 24, 29) . They are widely used in clinical assays to assess reproducibility of medical and pharmaceutical tests (6, 8) . The plots show the difference (estimated -actual) against the mean value, and the patterns of these data points show how methods compare or how close repeat estimates are, and if they differ, the characteristics of those differences (including detection of over-and underestimation, systematic and proportional error (heterogeneity of variance). Repeatability by each method was tested with the coefficient of repeatability (CR) where:
( )
and d 2 and d 1 are the sample data for assessment 1 and 2, respectively, and n is the number of leaves assessed. Reproducibility between, and repeatability within, image analysis and visual raters was also tested based on the 95% limits of agreement (6), by taking the mean difference d and the standard deviation of the difference σ d , such that the 95% agreement limit is equal to d +/-1.96*σ d . For each symptom type, the discrepancy of each visual estimate from its actual value was calculated. Each rater estimate (VR1-3) was subtracted from the actual value (IA assessment) for that particular leaf for each assessment 1 and 2. This gave a discrepancy range across raters and disease severities for each disease estimate. These values were grouped into categories based on IA values of 0 to 10, 11 to 20, 21 to 30, and 31 to 40 for lesion count and % area necrotic+chlorotic, and into groups of 0 to 3, 4 to 6, 6 to 9, 9 to 12, and 13 to 15 for % area necrotic so that each category contained the rater discrepancy values for the actual severities in that range. Each resulting category of + and -values was charted to gauge the frequency and distribution range of the estimate discrepancies. SAS PROC UNIVARIATE was used to fit a normal probability density function for each category range of discrepancies:
where μ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation and s 2 the sample variance, x the values for the X axis, and e the exponent. In addition to μ and σ for each fit of the normal probability, various statistics were estimated to assess how well the data were fit by the normal distribution. Tests of the location of the mean were performed to see if it fell within that expected (Student's t test), and estimates of the kurtosis and skewness were made. Kurtosis is a measure of how amplitude of the peak compares with the tails of the probability distribution; positive, higher values denoting more frequent occurrence of extreme values. Skewness of the slope is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution. Two tests were done to see whether the distribution was significantly different from the normal (the Kolmogorov-Smirnov [K-S] and AndersonDarling [A-D] tests). The latter is a modification of the K-S test but gives more weight to the tails, and whereas the K-S test is distribution free, the A-D test uses the specific distribution in calculating critical values, which makes for a more sensitive test.
White's test for heteroscedasticity was performed on the data to establish whether nonhomogeneity of variance occurred with increasing disease severity. The White Table 2 . Proportions (%) of over-and under-estimates of lesion counts, % area necrotic, and % area necrotic+chlorotic by visual raters compared with the actual value from image analysis when estimating the severity of citrus canker symptoms on 210 leaves of grapefruit on two different occasions b r = Pearson's correlation coefficient; *** = P < 0.001. c a = intercept; *** = P < 0.001, * = P < 0.05. d b = slope; *** = P < 0.001. e CV = coefficient of variability. f SE = standard error of the prediction. g r 2 = coefficient of determination.
statistic follows a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of independent variables. The test was done for the combined VR estimates from assessment 1 and 2 against the mean actual disease from the two IA assessments for lesion count, % area necrotic+chlorotic, and % area necrotic. The variance of estimates from VR1-3 in assessment 1 and 2 were also calculated for each actual value of disease. These data were subject to linear regression analysis (PROC REG) subsequent to log-log transformation due to heteroscedasticity.
RESULTS
Relationships between symptom types. Lesion count was weakly related to the % area necrotic+chlorotic (r 2 = 0.47 to 0.65, Table 1 ) and to % area necrotic (r 2 = 0.27 to 0.66). A slightly better relationship was found between the % area necrotic and % area necrotic+chlorotic (r 2 = 0.41 to 0.87). Correlation coefficients followed a similar trend (0.64 to 0.81 and 0.52 to 0.83, and 0.66 to 0.93, respectively), and CVs (40.4 to 91.5) indicated substantial variation in estimation between symptom types.
Tendency to overestimate and the influence of lesion count and area on perception of area infected. The proportion of overestimates of disease was most prevalent for % area necrotic and % area necrotic+chlorotic, and only noticeable with lesion count by rater VR3 during assessment 2 (Table 2 ). The tendency to overestimate was also most prevalent at lower disease severities (Fig. 2) . Regression analysis of different models showed that a single factor best described the relationship between actual % area chlorotic+ necrotic and the perceived area % chlorotic+necrotic (r 2 = 0.75 to 0.83, Fig.  3A ). Including the factor of lesion count in the model did not improve the overall fit. The slope was significantly different from 1 and the intercept was significantly different from 0, and dependent on rater and assessment number (Table 3) . These results were in agreement with the GLM analysis. However, for estimates of the % area necrotic, a two-factor model was best, incorporating lesion count which played a significant role in influencing the estimate (r 2 = 0.60 to 0.73, Fig. 3B ). Greater counts of small lesions resulted in overestimates of the % area necrotic. Some raters (VR1) did not appear to be influenced by number of lesions. The slope and intercepts showed raters varied in the effects of lesion count, which was confirmed in the GLM analysis (Table 3 ) that showed significant effects due to lesion count, area necrotic and assessment, and interactions between assessment * actual area infected, rater * lesion count, and lesion count * actual area infected.
Comparing the ratio of the VR:IA against IA (actual area occupied by lesions, Fig. 3C and D, and Table 4 ), signifi- Fig. 3 . Regression analysis of the actual disease magnitude plotted against perceived disease magnitude for (A) % area necrotic+chlorotic, and (B) % area necrotic, and for the relationship between the ratio perceived % area disease:actual % area disease against actual area diseased for (C) % area necrotic+chlorotic, and (D) % area necrotic for three raters (VR1-VR3) on assessment 1 (solid lines) and assessment 2 (broken lines). Actual % area diseased against actual lesion count with intercept of zero, for % area necrotic+chlorotic, y = 0.38x, and for % area necrotic, y = 0.13x. Parameters of regression solutions and models are given in Tables 5 and 6 and were drawn with the assumption from the actual disease regression solutions that the number of lesion/area for 10 lesions = 3.8%, and 80 lesions = 30.4% area infected for % area chlorotic+necrotic and 10 lesions = 1.3% and 80 lesions = 10.4% area infected for % area necrotic. Zero values were not included in these models.
Fig. 2.
Relationship between actual disease and percent discrepancy (% difference) disease for estimates of lesion counts, % area necrotic, and % area necrotic+chlorotic by three visual raters assessing the severity of citrus canker symptoms on 210 leaves on grapefruit on two different occasions.
cant effects of lesion count were detected for both % area necrotic+chlorotic and % area necrotic, with both relationships being best described by two-factor linear regression equations that took into account actual area and lesion count, such that overestimation was inversely related to the natural log of the actual area (i.e., overestimation of area was greatest at lower severities), with some visual assessments being directly influenced by number of lesions: leaves with greater counts of lesions (but same actual area infected) tended to have the greatest overestimate of severity. The relationship was best described by actual number of lesions for % area necrotic+chlorotic, and by log actual number of lesions for % area necrotic. The regression solutions were poor to moderate for both % area necrotic+chlorotic (r 2 = 0.08 to 0.57) and % area necrotic (r 2 of 0.16 to 0.69). The GLM analysis showed that the assessment, rater, and actual area necrotic+chlorotic directly affected the visual assessment. In addition, the two-way interactions of lesion count * rater and actual area necrotic+chlorotic * rater were significant. For % area necrotic, the single factor of lesion count directly affected visual estimates of area, and there were interactions between rater * assessment and lesion count * area necrotic. Some three-way interactions were also significant (data not shown).
Characteristics of the disease estimates within and among assessments. The relationships among and within methods and raters showed various characteristics. Bland-Altman plots of the agreement within assessment types between assessment 1 and 2 consistently showed that IA provided the most repeatable system for assessments of lesion count (Fig. 4) , % area necrotic+chlorotic (Fig. 5) , and % area necrotic (Fig. 6) .
Visual assessments of the % area necrotic and the % area necrotic+chlorotic consistently demonstrated greater variation in repeatability at greater disease severity. For % area necrotic+chlorotic, diseased area <15 to 20% was generally more reproducible. The visual estimates of % area necrotic also showed increasing error at disease severities >5 to 10%, with errors increasing above this level. Thus, according to the Bland-Altman plots, all repeat estimates of disease at low severity were more repeatable than at more severe disease levels.
With increasing actual severity, the estimate of lesion counts by VRs became progressively less precise: the variation of the VR ratings was dependent on the magnitude of the actual lesion number in both A1 and A2 (Fig. 7) . This was true for % area necrotic+chlorotic (Fig. 8 ) and % area necrotic (Fig. 9) . VRs also showed a variable tendency to over-or under-estimate, particularly evident at greater severities (VR2 tended to underestimate more severe a Where the regression model y = a + bx represents % area necrotic+chlorotic, and y = a + bx + cSqrtz represents % area necrotic, and a is the intercept, b and c are slope parameters, respectively, x is the actual area, and z is the count of lesions. b Actual area measured with image analysis, visual raters are VR1-3. c *** = P < 0.001, ** = P < 0.01, * = P < 0.05. d r 2 = coefficient of determination. e GLM = general linear modeling analysis where df = degrees of freedom, MS = mean square, and P = probability of the F value. necrotic symptoms in both assessment 1 and 2, and VR1 tended to overestimate symptoms of necrosis+chlorosis in assessment 1). Of the three symptom types, lesion count was the most reproducible and least prone to bias, followed by % area necrotic+chlorotic, and the least reproducible was % area necrotic. For lesion counts, VRs were both accurate and precise at counts <30, for % area necrotic+chlorotic they were best at estimating diseased area <20%, and for % area necrotic at diseased areas <10%.
The magnitude of disease severity and characteristics of the visual estimates. The frequency of discrepancy of direct VR estimates of disease demonstrate that for all measures, lesion count (Fig. 10) , % area necrotic (Fig. 11) , and % area necrotic+ chlorotic (Fig. 12) , the frequency of greater discrepancy from the actual (IA) disease increased with magnitude of disease severity category. Fits of the normal probability density functions showed that higher magnitudes of severity were charac- Table 4 . Regression analysis and general linear model (GLM) of the relationship a between the ratio of the perceived disease area:actual disease area and actual b disease area for symptoms of citrus canker on grapefruit for three visual raters on two separate assessment occasions for % area necrotic+chlorotic and % area necrotic a Where the regression model y = a + blogx + cz represents % area necrotic+chlorotic, and y = a + blogx + clogz represents % area necrotic, and a is the intercept, b and c are slope parameters, respectively, x is the actual area, and z is the count of lesions. b Actual area measured with image analysis, visual raters are VR1-3. c *** = P < 0.001, ** = P < 0.01, * = P < 0.05. d r 2 = coefficient of determination. e GLM = general linear modeling analysis where df = degrees of freedom, MS = mean square, and P = probability of the F value. terized by long tails and relatively flat peaks; while at low severity the probability was steeply bell-shaped with short, steep tails. The t test showed that estimates of µ for area infected were similar: at low levels of disease, µ was overestimated, but above 10 to 15%, µ was no longer significantly different from zero (Table 5) . Furthermore, the σ of the discrepancy indicated the dispersion of the difference around zero was consistently least for the lowest disease category, and greater severity of disease resulted in a consistent increase in σ for all symptom types. Although kurtosis was consistently leptokurtic, it was most extreme over the lower ranges for measures of % area infected where the occurrence of extreme values was infrequent. Kurtosis lessened as actual % area infected increased and the frequency of extreme values became more common (for % area necrotic+chlorotic kurtosis was 17.92 at 0 to 10% and 0.22 at 30 to 40%, respectively). Kurtosis for lesion count did not show a consistent pattern over the range examined, but estimates of lesion count probably rely on a different system of mental computation than those for estimating % area, which is based on ratios (2,3,26) . For all measures, the skew was consistently negative, or left skewed, implying that there was an overall tendency among these three raters to overestimate disease. Lesion number was inconsistent, but estimates of % area infected demonstrated most severe skew in categories close to zero: it is not possible to assess disease as negative counts or negative area. Indeed, the K-S and A-D tests showed that the normal distribution was only an approximation of the data distribution at low lesion counts or low disease severities, but at lesion counts >30 and % area necrotic >12% and % area necrotic+chlorotic >30%, the normal distribution described these data well.
White's test showed that these data were highly heteroscedastic: the residual variance from the regression model was not constant with actual disease for lesion count, % area necrotic+chlorotic, or % area necrotic (Table 6 ). This change in residual variance with increasing disease severity is reflected in the variance of the combined estimates across raters and assessment number for each leaf, at least over the disease ranges assessed in this study (Fig. 13A to C, Table 7 ). Due to the heteroscedasticity, a log-log scale (log variance [Y] against log actual disease [X]) b best represented the data (r 2 = 0.65 to 0.74). The log-log plot is a linearization of the general power law model:
deriving the linear form:
logy = loga + logx b (since log pq = log p + log q)
Therefore:
The log-log plot thus has a gradient b (the exponent of the power function), and intercept on the logy axis of loga (the constant). Thus, over the disease severities assessed, the variance of the estimates of citrus canker severity exhibited a powerlaw relationship with the actual disease (rather than the estimate itself, which as already demonstrated, has a linear relationship with actual disease). The implication is that overall direct estimates of more severe disease are accompanied by increased error, at least over the disease . Normal probability density functions are fit to the data. Characteristics and statistics for these functions are shown in Table 7 . Data are combined for three visual raters on two separate assessments.
Fig. 11.
Frequencies and magnitudes of discrepancies of visual estimates from the actual % area necrotic+chlorotic with citrus canker across different ranges of disease (0 to 10, 11 to 20, 21 to 30, and 31 to 40% leaf area infected as measured using image analysis). Normal probability density functions are fit to the data. Characteristics and statistics for these functions are shown in Table 7 . Data are combined for three visual raters on two separate assessments.
Fig. 12.
Frequencies and magnitudes of discrepancies of visual estimates from the actual % area necrotic with citrus canker across different ranges of disease (0 to 3, 4 to 6, 7 to 9, 10 to 12, 13 to 15% leaf area infected as measured using image analysis). Normal probability density functions are fit to the data. Characteristics and statistics for these functions are shown in Table 7 . Data are combined for three visual raters on two separate assessments. ranges measured in this study. These data also suggest that the variance of visual estimates increases in a curvilinear fashion with increases in actual severity of citrus canker.
DISCUSSION
There was a variable relationship among the different symptom components of citrus canker. Thus, lesion counts did not relate particularly closely to the % area necrotic or the % area necrotic+chlorotic, suggesting lesion size and count was highly variable among leaves. Sherwood et al. (33) has already noted how lesion size varies and how this might influence estimates of diseased area, leading to incorrect judgments. However, even the relationship between % area necrotic and % area necrotic+chlorotic was not particularly good, suggesting lesion characteristics were variable. Indeed, this was true whether symptoms of actual disease were being compared (IA ratings) or those of the rater estimates. If similar-aged leaves with entirely uniform lesion ages had been used, better relationships between the various severity measures might have been observed. Particularly young (water-soaked spots) and old lesions (shot-holes) were avoided in this study, a range of lesions that represented the bulk of infection on young mature and mature-aged leaves were grouped together and assessed, and they did display different degrees of necrosis and chlorosis, perhaps influencing the relationships between these measures of severity. Also, the counts of lesions and their distribution on the leaf may affect the area showing symptoms (lesions may affects each other's growth and development), which was not investigated in this study. In many assessment situations, both leaf and lesion age will vary, and these results highlight the importance of measuring the appropriate symptom type for the purpose of the research, whether it is infection frequency (lesion counts) or symptom area estimates.
Overall, there was a marked tendency to overestimate diseased area at low severity. The relationship between visual:actual area spotted and actual area spotted showed that for both % area necrotic+chlorotic and % area necrotic, VRs overestimation of disease was inversely related to the actual area (i.e., lower disease was overestimated more). The tendency to overestimate area at low disease severity has been noted before for plant disease (1,33); in psychophysical tests, overestimation of area has also been observed, but the relationship appears to be complex and poorly understood (2,14). With estimates of % area necrotic (but not % area necrotic+ chlorotic), some raters found that greater lesion counts also resulted in overestimates of diseased area. Thus, lesions appear to cover more area than they actually do, which is most pronounced at low lesion counts. At the same time, leaves with more lesions tend to be assessed as having greater area infected compared with leaves with fewer lesions but an equal actual area infected, confirming two previous observations on leaf spotting diseases (1,33). With citrus canker, these observations held true for % area necrotic, but the overestimation of area was not significant for % area necrotic+chlorotic. The reason for this difference is not clear, but perhaps the more diverse and complex lesions (necrotic+ chlorotic) obscured some effects of lesion count. a Regression model y = a + bx. b a = intercept; *** = P < 0.001, ** = P < 0.01. c b = slope; *** = P < 0.001. d r 2 = coefficient of determination. e P = probability that data are heteroscedastic. a N = Number of observations in sample. b μ = sample mean. c t test = tests the position of the mean relative to zero. d σ = standard deviation of the sample. e β 2 = kurtosis measures how amplitude of the peak compares with the tails of the probability distribution, higher values denoting occurrence of infrequent, extreme values. f γ 1 = skewness of the distribution which is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution. g The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and Anderson-Darling (A-D) tests for normality. The latter is a modification of the K-S test but gives more weight to the tails, whereas the K-S test is distribution free. The A-D test uses the specific distribution in calculating critical values, which makes for a more sensitive test.
The Bland-Altman plots confirmed repeatability and reproducibility of estimates for the different methods (IA versus VRs) and confirmed that IA was the most repeatable method for all symptom types (7). The results showed various characteristics of the visual assessments, including overor under-estimation, heterogeneity of variance, and varying ability to rate actual disease among raters, agreeing with some results shown by Nutter and Schultz (29) . Increased variance with more severe citrus canker (and the discrepancy of the estimate from the actual disease) suggested that ability to estimate disease was more accurate and precise at low severities. The systematic change in variance across the disease severity spectrum in this study agrees with the observations found in some other studies (9, 10, 13, 19) . However, Nita et al. (24) found no effect of severity magnitude on error in disease estimation, but found leaflet size and lesion number were sources of error with increasing disease severity. Horsfall and Barratt (17) based their assessment scale on the nonexistent Weber-Fechner law, and although that law does not exist, the observations from several studies suggest that variance at disease severity <25% is lower than variance between 25 and 75% disease, and this lends some credence to the observation that ability to accurately and precisely estimate disease by direct assessment depends on changes in visual acuity related to actual disease, or at least to the components of the symptoms that contribute to severity and may affect perception (9, 10, 13, 19, 24) . Forbes and Jeger (9) showed that estimation error of unaided direct assessments increased up to 25%, but between 25 and 75% the variance was similar and not in agreement with the H-B scale. Nutter and Esker (26) further demonstrated that the basis of the H-B scale was flawed between 25 and 50%, and thus argued for an additional step in the H-B scale, but unlike Forbes and Jeger (9), they did not investigate disease <25 or >50%. Although the source of the increased variance associated with greater actual disease may be due to a number of factors (including leaf size, lesion size, type, complexity, and number), it was highly significant for all measures of disease severity based on White's test of heteroscedasticity. In addition, there is a curvilinear relationship between the variance of the estimate and actual severity of citrus canker over the range of disease assessed. The majority of diseases exist in the field at severities <35% (21, 33) , so it is really below this level that the relationships need to be understood in the greatest detail, and although a linear relationship seems to describe the relationship between actual and perceived disease (7, 24, 29) , the relationship between the variance of the estimate and the actual disease is less well defined.
Despite all three raters being experienced plant pathologists (combined experience of disease assessment of ~70 years), there was error in disease estimation. There were also differences in the reproducibility of lesion counts compared with estimates of area diseased. It is likely that different mental processing systems are operating when a count is made compared to when an area is estimated. Not only does this lead to discrepancy between methods, but it may also mean that one method is more accurate and precise, and there is little doubt that lesion counts are more reproducible and repeatable. However, they also take a lot longer to perform, and thus may not be practical except for certain studies where measures of infection frequency are desired (e.g., some epidemiological studies and plant breeding). Perception of disease severity is known to be complex, and several factors appear to influence the perception of citrus canker symptoms. Training has been demonstrated to improve both precision and accuracy across the range of disease severity (23, 26, 27, 29, 30) . Generally, more experienced raters are more accurate and precise, and disease assessment cards also improve the quality of disease assessment (4, 23, (25) (26) (27) 29, 30) . It would be of interest to know the proportion of studies where disease assessments are made that actually utilize assessment cards as references on a leafby-leaf basis, compared with direct estimation. However, despite the lack of specific training or use of assessment cards in the current study, the quality of the severity assessments was similar to those previously described for citrus canker (4, 7) .
Assessment of disease by raters inevitably creates error and is influenced by the type and severity of the symptoms. Indeed, raters have several sources of error, not just in perception of complex symptoms and their various components, but also due to subjectivity, loss of concentration, and drifting in methodology. Assessment of citrus canker symptoms shares many of the characteristics of the assessment of other diseases, and doubtless training of raters will improve their ability to estimate disease more accurately and precisely (4, 29) . An awareness of the relationships and characteristics of disease assessment should be useful in developing and improving disease assessment training. Relationship between (A) the log variance of visual lesion counts and actual counts of log lesion count (B) log variance of visual estimates of % area necrotic and log actual % area necrotic, (C) log variance of visual estimates of % area necrotic+chlorotic and log actual % area necrotic+chlorotic. Variances of visual estimates are each based on a total of six estimates of the severity of disease on each leaf taken by three visual raters on two occasions. b a = intercept; *** = P < 0.001, ** = P < 0.01. c b = slope; *** = P < 0.001. d CV = coefficient of variability. e r 2 = coefficient of determination.
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